
 

 

 

Golf in Kitzbühel 
Shaped by the mountains, its zest for sport and the pursuit of the extraordinary – Kitzbühel is 
a synonym for passion, one that gives rise to an unmistakable way of life.   

The Legend.  Kitzbühel has a long-standing golfing tradition, having opened its first course in 
1955. The most legendary sports town in the Alps presents the ultimate diverse selection for 
golf enthusiasts.  Golf epitomises Kitzbühel in the way that skiing, gastronomy and general “joie 
de vivre” does.  For seasonal partners marry golf and skiing in spring and autumn – perfection.   

Golfer’s Paradise in the Heart of the Alps.  With four golf course within a five minute drive, 
Kitzbühel welcomes both golf professionals and aspiring golfers alike. Against a breath-taking 
backdrop this golfer’s paradise offers a variety of play options right in the heart of the Alps.  It 
could be the 18-hole course at Kitzbühel-Schwarzsee-Reith Golf Club, the 9-hole course at 
Premium Eichenheim Golf Club or making use of the facilities at the Rasmushof Golf and 
Country Club – your perfect tee off spot awaits.  There are another 30 golf courses within a 
radius of 100 kilometres.  The region, therefore, is one of Europe’s largest connective golfing 
communities.   With the   Kitzbühel Golfcard (Golf Alpin Card) success on the greens can be 
earned at the select Kitzbühel Golf Circuit with a jaw-dropping alpine panorama. 

Kitzbühel Golf Courses.  Four golf courses, 54 holes and 10 golf partner hotels are the key to 
Kitzbühel’s golfing success.  The pinnacle of alpine golf is the select Kitzbühel Golf Circuit 
played over the four courses and is a must for any golf enthusiast.  The golf hotels in Kitzbühel 
provide a service specifically tailored to golfers needs.   

The 18-hole course at Kitzbühel-Schwarzsee-Reith Golf Club earned the title Austrian Golf 
Club of the year 2016.  It is characterised by challenging water obstacles and an enviable 
panorama.  The variety of fairways and well-balanced terrain presents an ideal playing field for 
all golfing types.  Players can cool down straight away in “Lake Schwarzsee”, the warmest 
moorland lake in the Alps. 

Eichenheim Golf Club, designed by US designer Kyle Phillips, craggy rock faces and dense 
deciduous forests define this generously laid out championship course.  The 18-hole course 
demands a high degree of sporting prowess and is accentuated by its exclusive ambience. 

The 9-hole Rasmushof was Kitzbühel’s first ever private golf club.  This traditional facility is 
located just 5 minutes from the city centre and directly at the finish area of the legendary Streif 
Downhill, attracting numerous prominent players.  This 54-par site is ideal for beginners but 
throws up plenty of challenges for professionals too. 

The picture perfect 9-hole course of the Kitzbühel Golf Club  is found on the sunny side of town 
and has a golfing tradition of some 60 years.  In 2006 certain elements of the grounds were re-
designed to incorporate the old castle wall -  an impressive golf setting now boasting 2 island 
greens.  The Kasper Castle grounds is where you will find the professionals. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Perfect that Swing! 

Kitzbühel is not only the perfect place for unforgettable golf holidays but also the perfect place 
to raise your game! Three golf academies offering experienced PGA golf pro’s help you to 
perfect your game and prepare for tournaments!  A wide range of activities are on offer here in 
Kitzbühel for both young and old, an added bonus is children up to age 14 (accompanied by an 
adult) play for free across all four courses. 

Max Glattenbacher, amongst others, instructs at the Golf Academy at GC Kitzbühel Schwarzsee 
promoting the method of teaching children in a “fun while playing” capacity.  The 3-day 
children’s course includes equipment, refreshments, video analysis and a golf tournament. 
In the Rasmushof Golf Academy, beginners earn their stripes under the guidance of tournament 
professionals completing their training sessions using the covered driving ranges in addition to 
the perfectly manicured putting and chipping greens.  
In the Golf School GC Eichenheim,  the focus is on individual development.  Video analysis 
and golf club fitting services help optimize your game.  Gary Moseley and Alex Hufnagl, both 
PGA Head Golf professionals and about as experienced and competent as you can get, right 
by your side. 

16th Golf Festival Kitzbühel. The absolute highlight bar none in the tournament calendar is 
the 15th Golf Festival Kitzbühel taking place 17th to 24th June 2018 with over 700 international 
participants.  The most stunning golf week of the year – 10 tournaments, gastronomic delights 
from 4 acclaimed chefs and 6 winemakers.  The now legendary “Streif Attack”, participants 
have to conquer the famous Streif Downhill with their golf club!  The traditional “gourmet 
tournament” at GLC Rasmushof offers both golf and indulgence in equal measure.  Required 
attire for participants of the Andreas-Hofer Tournament is traditional dress “Tracht und 
Dirndl” and must also prove their cooking skills.  The classic Kitzbühel Golf Tournaments are 
played using the Stableford points format and can be as single tournaments or, combined with 
a hotel package, as a series of three or five tournaments. 

 

Comprehensive information on Kitzbühel can be found on press.kitzbuehel.com 
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